
Zoom In Tips 
for 

First Grade
Parents



Welcome Parents!

Building reading & writing skills is an 

essential part of a first grader’s learning 

process and academic success down the 

road!

It is a great time to develop a love for 

reading!  First Graders take a journey from 

being an emergent reader, early reader, 

developing reader to becoming  a fluent 

reader!



Growth Across the
First Grade Year

 If I’m 

reading 

with my 

child , what 

should I see 

and how 

should I 

respond ?

 What are 

basic 

reading 

behaviors 

that I 

should look 

for?

 How do the 

books 

change?



Lawhon Elem. is committed to 
providing a program that 
develops an appreciation and 
positive attitude toward reading 
and encourages independent life-
long learners who are able to 
apply critical reading skills to 
function successfully in their 
world.

Lawhon Elem.
Commitment to Reading



READ ALOUD

Teacher implicitly 
models strategy/skill

SHARED READING

Teacher explicitly teaches
same strategy/skill

GUIDED READING

Teacher explicitly prompts
strategy/skill

INDEPENDENT READING

Student independently uses 
same strategy/skill

WORK 
STATIONS

Explicit 
Phonics



Read Aloud



Shared Reading



Guided Reading



Reading is a complex 
process in which meaning 
is gained from print 
through the reader’s use 
of prior knowledge and 
learned strategies.



Reading Behaviors & 
Book Characteristics

Book Levels:
• are on a continuum
• are arranged in gradients 

degree of difficulty
• Focused on important  

reading behaviors to 
notice and support 



Guided Reading Level A & B

· moves from front to back of book

· controls left to right movement & return sweep

· word by word matching (1-1) shown by precise 
pointing

· notices & interprets detail in pictures

· notices some features of letters and words

· locating familiar & unfamiliar words

· predicting what makes sense



Level A





Level B





Guided Reading Level C & D
· uses visual behaviors to help predict, check, & confirm

· controls 1-1 matching of voice with print

· uses pictures & word to predict meaning

· predicts what will come next

· checks pictures with print

· uses known words as anchors

· reads fluently for meaning

· solves some unfamiliar words independently

· accumulating a reading vocabulary

· checks on their own letter-sound 
correspondence, words, & parts of words

· rereads to confirm or problem solve



Level C





Level D





Guided Reading Level E
· tracks print with eyes except at hard points or on 
novel text

· uses meaning and syntax to read with phrasing

· rereads fluently

· solves new words while focusing on meaning

· predicts what will happen next & reads to confirm

· using known words to read words not yet known

· uses more info from print to construct meaning



Level E





Level E







Guided Reading Level F 

 aware of punctuation and uses it for phrasing 
and meaning

 uses syntax of print to predict and then checks 
prediction

 reads with fluent phrasing and pays attention to 
meaning

 uses known words and word parts to solve 
unknown words, checks for meaning

 uses multiple sources of information to self-
correct



Level F





Guided Reading Level G

 Reads longer sentences

 Decodes words while reading

 Self-corrects at point of error

 Uses sight words fluently

 Rereads to clarify and gain deeper 

understanding

 Determines what information is most 

important



Level G



Level G



Guided Reading Level H

 uses pictures and print to attend to meaning

 solves new words through analysis and checks 
against meaning

 self-corrects close to error

 rereads to search and to check

 discusses ideas from story in a way that 
indicates understanding

 understands and interprets characters through 
discussion

 connects texts to other texts

 manages a variety of text genres



Level H







Guided Reading Level J

 uses skills and strategies effectively on a 
variety of texts

 sustains interest and fluency in longer texts

 easily returns to text that requires more than 
one sitting

 solves new words while reading without taking 
away from meaning

 reads silently most of the time

 summarizes or extends a given text



Level J







#1 Strategy Prompting Tip

for Parents 

Diagrams from Reading Strategies Book 
by J. Serravallo



#2 Strategy Prompting Tip

Diagrams from Reading Strategies Book 
by J. Serravallo



#3 Strategy Prompting Tip

Diagrams from Reading Strategies Book 
by J. Serravallo



#4 Strategy Prompting Tip

Diagrams from Reading Strategies Book 
by J. Serravallo



#5 Strategy Prompting Tip

Diagrams from Reading Strategies Book 
by J. Serravallo



#6 Strategy Prompting Tip

Diagrams from Reading Strategies Book 
by J. Serravallo



Reading Aloud 
to Your Child

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://dept.houstonisd.org/curriculum/reading/HFWL0708/j0431826.jpg&imgrefurl=http://dept.houstonisd.org/curriculum/reading/HFWE.html&usg=__WQzo64RxPUAYJHYa6XOK3qSm-14=&h=250&w=250&sz=17&hl=en&start=2&tbnid=bc1fYgtCTl52sM:&tbnh=111&tbnw=111&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dparent%2Breading%2Bto%2Bchild%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den%26safe%3Dstrict%26client%3Ddell-usuk-rel%26channel%3Dus%26ad%3Dw5
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.peikids.org/images/tips.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.peikids.org/general/tips.html&usg=__aSay87QRhfgmwm5XeS9d6eVhqRM=&h=276&w=346&sz=16&hl=en&start=9&tbnid=ev6yHihTg_1iTM:&tbnh=96&tbnw=120&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dparent%2Breading%2Bto%2Bchild%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den%26safe%3Dstrict%26client%3Ddell-usuk-rel%26channel%3Dus%26ad%3Dw5


Why Is Reading 

Aloud to your 

child important?



Oral reading should not stop when 
children can read on their own.

Reading aloud is seen as the 
single most influential factor 
in young children’s success in 
learning to read

Read aloud to your child.



What do children learn from 
being read to?

▪Frequently hearing the sounds in 
spoken words linked to printed 
words and letters

▪ How letters and sounds relate 
while enjoying a meaningful story 
or message



Reading aloud develops…

▪Love of literature

▪ Comprehension skills

▪ Increases language proficiency 
and vocabulary

▪ Increases attention span

▪ Encourages visualization



Choosing books…

▪Choose books that have appeal

▪ Choose books that you can read 
in one sitting

▪ Consider a variety of books



How to read aloud…

▪Sit beside the child

▪ Be sure the child can see the 
pictures and the print

▪ Share conversation while 
reading



Conversation During Read Aloud
▪Talk about the book before 
reading it

▪ Talk about the pictures

▪ Balance conversation to keep the 
story going

▪ Talk to support children’s 
comprehension of the story

▪ Talk after reading the story

▪ Re read the story



Background Knowledge

When you read with your child, it’s 
important for you to bring out his or her 
background knowledge

Some ways to find out what your 
child already knows:

▪Ask questions
▪Brainstorm
▪Write
▪Discuss
▪Draw



Learning to Read
“Once thought of as the natural result 
of decoding plus oral language, 
comprehension is now viewed as a much 
more complex process involving 
knowledge, experience, thinking, and 
teaching.”

Fielding & Pearson 1994



Read to me!
Mother, oh, father,
Take me on a trip
To a faraway land aboard
A pirate ship.
Through the deepest, dark jungles
To the mysterious sea,
You can take me anywhere you want me to be!
I can be a detective, a movie star, a queen,
I could even be an animal or an
Animal who’s green!
I can travel back in time and feed a dinosaur,
Or be with Christopher Columbus as he
Landed on the shore.
I could blast through space in a future
Rocket ship.
Oh father, please mother, take me on another trip!
You don’t need a suitcase or a pocketbook,
Just sit back in your rocking chair and read us another book!



Reading & Writing Connections



Readers need 

regular chunks 

of time.



Readers need 

regular chunks 

of time.



Readers 

need their 

own book 

topics.



Writers need their own topics.



Readers need to respond.



Writers need response.



5. Children need to know 

adults who read.



5. Children need to know adults who write.



9. Readers 

need a genuine 

purpose for 

reading.



9. Writers need a genuine purpose for 

writing.



Parent General Questions

 Growth Across Year

 Strategy Tips

 Reading Aloud 

purposes

 Time for Reading & 

Writing at home


